INTRODUCTION

There has been a surge in calls to improve transparency in clinical research.1-2 In response, many in academia and industry have developed platforms for sharing clinical trial data.3

The Duke Clinical Research Institute (DCRI) has launched Supporting Open Access for Researchers (SOAR)—a data sharing initiative that includes the DCRI, academia, and industry designed to enable clinical research data sharing for the benefit of the broader research community.

Open access is good for researchers, good for innovation, and most of all good for patients.

SOAR aims to facilitate open sharing of clinical research data with responsible researchers for verification of reported results and pursuit of interesting secondary uses of data.

METHODS

There are five key elements of the SOAR data sharing program: 1) data privacy, 2) data governance, 3) data accessibility, 4) data interoperability, and 5) data discoverability.

1. Data Privacy
To protect data privacy, de-identified and/or anonymized datasets are created per the HIPAA privacy rule while preserving data integrity. Prior to making this dataset available, Duke University Institutional Review Board approval is obtained and Data Use Agreements are created in partnership with key stakeholders. Lastly, data stewards are identified per dataset to facilitate data sharing.

2. Data Governance
An unbiased and comprehensive review of dataset requests is an essential element of a data sharing program. In SOAR, we established an Independent Review Committee (IRC) involving subject matter experts in patient privacy, research ethics, biostatistics, and specific clinical domains. The IRC evaluates each request, and reviews results prior to publication.

3. Data Accessibility
Data are made available to the investigator via a secured analytics environment, with access controlled at the user level and exports of patient-level data are restricted unless additional approvals are granted. The analytics platform has statistical tools to aid research analysis.

4. Data Interoperability
Under the SOAR data sharing program, we are looking to harmonize data using CDISC standards.

5. Data Discoverability
Data under SOAR are discoverable through a public-facing webpage on DCRI.org. After electronically signing a data use agreement, researchers can submit requests through an online data request form.

RESULTS

SOAR Data Sharing Workflow

Data requests (including data use agreement and proposal) are assessed for completeness, then reviewed by the SOAR-appointed IRC. The IRC evaluates the scope of the proposal and provides recommendations to the investigator as needed.

Upon approval, the IRC, the de-identified dataset(s) are provisioned for use via a secured analytics environment. The IRC also reviews analysis results prior to submission to assess concordance with the stated analysis plan (Figure 1).

Available Datasets

The DCRI is the first academic group to share its own data, starting with the Duke Databank for Cardiovascular Disease (DDCD). The DDCD is the largest and oldest single-site cardiovascular databases in the world. The DukeCath analysis dataset, extracted from the DDCD and de-identified, includes ~150,000 cardiac catheterization procedures conducted in ~84,000 adult patients at Duke between 1985 and 2013. The DukeCath dataset is shared in two ways: 1) the de-identified research dataset (DukeCath); 2) an anonymized educational dataset (DukeCathR). These two datasets have been available to public through the SOAR program since 2016.

So far, we have received 17 proposals, out of which 10 requests were for research analysis and 7 for education and/or learning purposes (Figure 2).

Secured Environment for Data Analysis

The research dataset is provisioned to investigator(s) in a secured analytics environment where access is controlled at the user level and all exports of patient-level data are restricted without additional approvals. The analytics platform is equipped with statistical analysis tools to aid research analysis. We have partnered with SAS and the AHA in utilizing such analysis platforms. The Clinical Trials Data Transparency (CTDT) Multi Sponsor Environment of SAS provides SOAR researchers analytical capabilities and opportunity for collaborative analysis with industry datasets. The AHA Precision Medicine Institute platform uses the Amazon Web Services platform and provides sharing, analytical capabilities, and prospective integration with cardiovascular clinical and laboratory data contributed by other sponsors.

The anonymized educational dataset is available via the SAS platform or direct distribution.

Data Partners

Under the SOAR program the DCRI has partnered with Bristol-Myers Squibb (BMS) to expand access to clinical trial information from BMS-sponsored studies. This data sharing initiative pertains to BMS-sponsored Phase I-IV interventional trials in which patients participated. This includes patient-level and study-level clinical trial data, full clinical study reports and protocols from clinical trials conducted in patients for medicines and indications approved in the United States and/or Europe. BMS uses the SOAR IRC services for reviewing in-scope proposals. Since the launch of this program in 2013 we have received 57 data requests (Figure 3).
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